UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI BERGAMO
DIPARTIMENTO DI SCIENZE DELLA PERSONA
FACOLTÀ DI SCIENZE DELLA FORMAZIONE
Scuola di Dottorato in Antropologia ed Epistemologia della Complessità

Martedi 16 giugno 2009
presso la sede universitaria di

Sant'Agostino, Aula 1

Antropologia visiva e mediazione
Ida Marie Hydle, Lisbet Holtedahl
Università di Tromsø

Espen Marius Foss, Inger Beate Larsen
Università di Agder

Studenti e docenti sono cordialmente invitati a partecipare.

Il seminario è accreditato per i tirocini della Facoltà di Scienze della Formazione.

Sede Universitaria di Sant'Agostino, 2 – 24129 Bergamo (Italia)
Tel. 035 2052 924 - Fax 035 2052 916 - www.unibg.it

Programma
Ore 10.00
Ida Hydle: Restorative Justice, street mediation and the Norwegian conflict mediation and
conferencing scheme
Lisbet Holtedahl: visual anthropology and liminal youths. Programmes at the Visual
Studies Unit, Tromso
Espen Foss: fieldwork on mediation and Restorative justice using visual
means (1). Screenings:
a) “Street mediation” at Oslo Red Cross (19min.). Young people
learns non-violent communication and mediation, competences which they bring
into their own contexts.
b) Conflict workshops in asylum centres (42 min.). The film is
produced as a learning tool for employees at asylum centres who are
interested in learning the workshop method.

Ore 15.00
Espen Foss: fieldwork on mediation and Restorative justice using visual
means (2). Screenings:
c) Excerpts from a participative film on a group of young people in a
highly multicultural environment who spontaneously have organised
themselves in order to prevent “ethnic war” after a knife-stabbing murder
between two friends, a Pakistani and a Kurd. (10-15 min.)
d) Excerpt from a video on “mediation in prison”: interview with an
ex-prisoner who has met his victims in the conflict counsel/Norwegian
mediation centre.
Inger Beate Larsen: public places and people's self-awareness: institutions' material,
mental and social space as representational of the power-knowledge relationship: the
Norwegian architect Christian Norberg-Schulz
Partecipanti
Espen Marius Foss: Ph.d. student University of Agder/program for social
anthropology University of Oslo. Research interest: mediation and
participative visual methods.
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Lisbet Holtedahl: professor of Anthropology and film maker, Head of the centre for
Visual Cultural Studies of the University of Tromso. She has done research in the eastern
part of the Republic of Niger, Northern Norway, Eastern Mali and Northern Cameroon
exploring the themes of gender, urbanisation, religion, ethnicity and dissemination of
knowledge. She is leader of the Norwegian-funded Anthropos project in collaboration with
three northern provinces of Cameroon.
Ida Hydle: Medical doctor and social anthropologist with PhD in both
disciplines. Senior researcher at Norwegian Social Research, Oslo,
and adjunct professor at Centre for Peace Studies, Tromsø, in the fields
of youth and restorative justice. Mediator and conference facilitator
in the Norwegian Mediation Service.
Inger Beate Larsen: professor in mental health at Agder University in
Norway. She has examined the impact that the materiality of institutions has on patients
and staff, and how they influence their surroundings.
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